Connect without core drilling
IN-CARPET ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTION FOR OPEN SPACE POWER AND TELECOM CONNECTIVITY
ON-FLOOR POWER AND TELECOM SOLUTION
FOR EASY TOP-OF-FLOORING INSTALLATION
IN-CARPET WIREWAY

ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTION FOR OPEN SPACE POWER AND TELECOM CONNECTIVITY

The Connectrac In-Carpet Wireway offers discrete and elegant power and technology connectivity in open interior spaces of all kinds. It combines an extruded aluminum central wireway flanked by ultra-low sloping floor transition ramps, creating a subtle, powerful and beautiful cable pathway solution for virtually any need. Extremely durable and flexible, the Connectrac In-Carpet Wireway complies with the ADA and offers a multitude of power options and telecom capabilities. Connectrac is the best alternative for open space connectivity when aesthetics, flexibility and value are important.

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

For a complete list of options visit connectrac.com

FINISH OPTIONS

Clear Anodized Aluminum
Graphite Powder Coat
Espresso Powder Coat

RECEPTACLE

CORNER KITS

WALL CONDITION

IN-CARPET WIREWAY FEATURES

+ Low-profile extruded aluminum wireway
+ Moisture-resistant MDF floor transition ramps
+ Provides a cable pathway with no core drilling or trenching
+ Multitude of power and telecom/AV options
+ Pre-wired power components speed installation
+ Removable wireway top cap makes changing cables simple
+ Multiple finishes available
+ ADA compliant
IN-CARPET WIREWAY
COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES AND POWER OPTIONS
For a complete list of options visit connectrac.com

Optional kit for connecting to existing electrical receptacle.

Optional 8-wire, 4-circuit connection monument.

In typical installation, cables enter base of stud wall.

Optional duplex receptacle for power/telecom.

END TRANSITION RAMPS
Transitions flooring at the end of the wireway

TRANSITION ADAPTER
Used to transition cabling at the beginning or the end of wireway

GROMMET
Allows cabling to smoothly enter and exit the wireway

CORNER KITS
Provides design flexibility by allowing 45 or 90 degree turns

20” WALL CHANNEL
Vertical wireway, surface-mounts to wall to provide path from Connectrac system at floor to surface-mounted junction box

SINGLE DUPLEX RECEPTACLE
Delivers dual power outlets in addition to voice and data connectivity

MODULAR DUPLEX RECEPTACLE
Provides the ability to have multiple power/data receptacles on a single wireway

LEARN ABOUT MORE OPTIONS AT CONNECTRAC.COM
ON-FLOOR WIREWAY

POWER AND TELECOM SOLUTION FOR TOP-OF-FLOORING INSTALLATION

The new Connectrac On-Floor Wireway system installs directly on top of any type of flooring. It is the industry’s newest alternative to core drilling and trenching for access to power and technology in open spaces. Extremely durable and low-profile, the wireway offers a wide array of power/AV/telecom connectivity options. The Connectrac On-Floor Wireway leads the industry in both ease of installation and capacity for telecom/AV cables. It is the best wireway solution when speed of installation, flexibility and value are critical.

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

For a complete list of options visit connectrac.com

ON-FLOOR WIREWAY FEATURES

+ Low-profile, durable extruded aluminum wireway
+ Installs directly on top of any type of flooring
+ Provides a cable pathway with no core drilling or trenching
+ Multitude of power and telecom/AV options
+ Ideal for low-traffic areas
+ Pre-wired power components speed installation
+ Removable wireway top cap makes changing cables simple
+ Durable, clear anodized aluminum finish
+ ADA compliant
ON-FLOOR WIREWAY

COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES AND POWER OPTIONS

For a complete list of options visit connectrac.com

END TRANSITION RAMPS
Caps the end of the aluminum wireway

TRANSITION ADAPTER
Used to transition cabling at the beginning or the end of wireway

GROMMET
Allows cabling to smoothly enter and exit the wireway

CORNER KITS
Provides design flexibility by allowing 45 or 90 degree turns

20” WALL CHANNEL
Vertical wireway, surface-mounts to wall to provide path from Connectrac system at floor to surface-mounted junction box

SINGLE DUPLEX RECEPTACLE
Delivers dual power outlets in addition to voice and data connectivity

MODULAR DUPLEX RECEPTACLE
Provides the ability to have multiple power/data receptacles on a single wireway

Optional kit for connecting to existing electrical receptacle.

Optional duplex receptacle plus double gang opening for AV devices.

Optional transition adapter may be used at wall penetration.

Optional duplex receptacle for power/telecom.
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